
S I L E N T  S P A C E
GENESIS



CHANGE IS THE ONLY CONSTANT.

However, we are here to talk about the beginning of an evolution. An 
evolution of work culture driven by a sense of comfort and efficiency. In 
the midst of chaos and distractions, we have created a bubble of peace; we 
call it Genesis. It is time to feel at home, at work.

Genesis is a gateway to the elements of productivity. It is the convergence 

of privacy, focus and collaboration. Intimate yet open, this space respects 

individuality while strengthening team work. The Genesis design approach 

is one of duality, a demonstration of harmony between key standards - 

body and space, straightforward and inconspicuous, relentless yet delicate, 

cozy yet open. 

We’ve chosen the materials used to make Genesis with extraordinary 

consideration. Subsequently, the peaceful structure reflects both the 

effortlessness and power contained within our idea.

OVERVIEW



ACOUSTICS MATERIAL

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

Genesis is a response to the essential need of acoustic 

solace. Layers of strong wood and acoustic materials, 

make for great soundproofing between the inside and 

outside spaces. The broad surface area gives ideal 

circulation of acoustic materials, prompting the making of 

a calm, wonderful bubble of peace. The whole structure 

has been aligned to counter the particular frequencies of 

the human voice, making it a perfect setting for telephone 

calls, meetings, conferences and discussions.

Our choice of materials reflects our commitment to the 

dual principles of Genesis. The enclosing walls consist 

of a multi layer acoustic panel which consists of natural 

material such as perforated wood and polyester aids 

in reduction of noise. Hence, the acoustic panes are a 

design element that look, feel and sound good.

In view of the above standards, the idea and highlights 

work in immaculate congruity. On opposite sides, strong 

exteriors shield the client from the most tireless sources 

of noise. The consoling back wall summons an inclination 

of security, while the surrounding walls disposes of visual 

diversions. The Genesis design is one with a purpose 

to fix the most common problem in open plan offices 

- noise pollution. To engage and evolve, to do less and 

accomplish more.

Every Genesis unit comes completely fitted with 

everything expected to perform at optimal levels. 

Electrical attachments, USB and LAN associations and an 

LED light are standard over the whole product offering. 

These units do not require any additional ventilation 

systems. They can use the surrounding environment’s 

air conditioning as its own due to the open and flexible 

design.



The Genesis POD creates a bohemian environment and a casual 

perception of a work environment while catalysing employee efficiency 

and productivity. It is a micro office that is less expensive than traditional 

offices, allowing more people to fit into a smaller

space.

3 seater comfortable sofas on either side of a centre table are enclosed 

by specially designed sound absorbing acoustic walls. The POD is fitted 

with multiple charging points making it an ideal discussion or conference 

space that utilises light and ventilation from its surroundings.

POD

3+3 SEATER 2+2 SEATER WITH HIGH DESK

3+3 Seater Dimensions (LxWxH) 2700 x 1900 x 1650 mm

2+2 Seater Dimensions  2700 x 1350 x 1650 mm

NOTE: 1. Aluminium extrusions comes with anodised finish.

 2. Select one colour of fabric for inner and one colour for outer body panels.

TECHNICAL DETAILS



The Genesis Telephone Booth can turn any space into a private enclosure. 

It captures an insulated bubble of peace without the burden of difficult 

installation or renovation. Built in with plug and play electrical connections 

it allows office workers to stay within their work space and attend phone 

calls with the desired level of privacy. 

With an extended table top, in built plug and play features and a backrest 

to lean on, the Booth is a one stop shop for those looking for private 

zones in an open air or indoor office environment.

THE BOOTH

WITH DOOR WITHOUT DOOR

Telephone Booth Dimensions (LxWxH) 1200 x 1200 x 2100 mm

Shelf Dimensions   1050 x 350 x 25 mm

NOTE: 1. Aluminium extrusions comes with anodised finish.

 2. Select one colour of fabric for inner and one colour for outer body panels.

TECHNICAL DETAILS



2+2 SEATER WITH SCREEN 2+2 SEATER WITHOUT SCREEN

In organisations all across the world, coordinated effort has 

become the biggest catalyst for advancement and development. 

Genesis Interact is a perfect fit for an open workspace, with 

frosted acrylic screens that allow privacy and collaboration to 

go hand in hand creating an optimal and vibrant focus zone to 

help employees innovate faster, achieve better results and report 

higher job satisfaction.

INTERACT

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Single Unit Dimensions (LxWxH) 1300 x 800 x 1200 mm

NOTE: 1. Aluminium extrusions comes with anodised finish.

 2. Select one colour of fabric for inner and one colour for outer body panels.

 3. Fabric colour of sofa is always same as of outer body of panels.
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WITH HIGH DESK
STANDARD HEIGHT 

(With Storage)
STANDARD HEIGHT 

(Without Storage)

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Find unlimited possibilities and forward-thinking design in Genesis 

Mediascape, which you can configure exactly the way you need it. 

It allows you to create a tailor made collaborative space in which 

people are free to circulate and interact in different settings. 

Genesis Mediascape incorporates innovation and furniture to bring 

individuals, space and data together for a greater collaborative 

work environment and more productivity.

MEDIASCAPE

Mediascape Dimensions (LxWxH) 1560 x 1000 x 1650 mm

Table Dimensions   900 x 1500 x 750/1000 mm

Storage Dimensions  750 x 250 x 725/975 mm

NOTE: 1. Aluminium extrusions comes with anodised finish.

 2. Select one colour of fabric for inner and one colour for outer body panels.



WITH RETURN PANEL 
(With Acrylic Screen)

WITHOUT RETURN PANEL 
(With Acrylic Screen)

WITH RETURN PANEL
(Without Acrylic Screen)

WITHOUT RETURN PANEL
(Without Acrylic Screen)

With Return Panel (With Screen) Dimensions (LxWxH) 1200 x 1800 x 1200 mm

Without Return Panel (With Screen) Dimensions  1200 x 950 x 1200 mm

With Return Panel (Without Screen) Dimensions  1200 x 1800 x 1200 mm

Without Return Panel (Without Screen) Dimensions 1200 x 950 x 1200 mm

NOTE: 1. Aluminium extrusions comes with anodised finish.

 2. Select one colour of fabric for inner and one colour for outer body panels.

 3. Fabric colour of sofa is always same as of outer body of panels.

 4. Leg rest comes with dual colours selected for inner/outer panels.

Genesis Recharge is a private workspace that is intended to be 

useful for your body and for your mind – giving spots to get away 

without moving ceaselessly. It is a great fit for modern open space 

solutions, especially when task oriented work environments are 

combined with areas that are equipped for specific tasks. 

With the right amount of visual privacy, a built in power supply 

teamed with a support platform for notebooks & laptops, the 

Genesis Recharge meets th employee’s needs in a modern work 

space that makes you feel at home, at work.

RECHARGE

TECHNICAL DETAILS



WITH RETURN PANEL 
(With Acrylic Screen)

WITHOUT RETURN PANEL 
(With Acrylic Screen)

WITH RETURN PANEL
(Without Acrylic Screen)

WITHOUT RETURN PANEL
(Without Acrylic Screen)

iWork is a high-performing private workstation planned explicitly 

for the in between spaces in corporate environments. As dedicated 

touchdown spaces for employees in open-plan workplaces iWork 

gives individuals moments of focus in high-traffic settings. 

A room-in-room solution with the main features such as 

ventilation, visual privacy ease of assembly and the possibility to 

move the unit in a mounted state allows iWork to make an overall 

difference in employee performance and well being.

I - WORK

TECHNICAL DETAILS
With Return Panel (With Screen) Dimensions (LxWxH) 1200 x 1800 x 1200 mm

Without Return Panel (With Screen) Dimensions  1200 x 950 x 1200 mm

With Return Panel (Without Screen) Dimensions  1200 x 1800 x 1200 mm

Without Return Panel (Without Screen) Dimensions 1200 x 950 x 1200 mm

NOTE: 1. Aluminium extrusions comes with anodised finish.

 2. Select one colour of fabric for inner and one colour for outer body panels.



Today’s workers must be creative problem-solvers. The Portal 

privacy pod meets workers’ diverse needs for collaboration, 

privacy, focus and regeneration in a whole new way. With 

creativity front and center in the work people are doing today, 

spaces like Portal that optimize the creative output of teams and 

individuals are increasingly important. The creative process isn’t 

limited to large group brainstorms and open plan collaboration — 

having access to spaces for focus work or smaller, uninterrupted 

conversations is just as crucial to unleashing a team’s full creative 

potential.

PORTAL

TECHNICAL DETAILS

NOTE: 1. Aluminium extrusions comes with anodised finish.

 2. Select one colour of fabric for inner and one colour for outer body panels.

Pod Dimensions (LxWxH)  2130 x 900 x 2130 mm

Table Dimensions   2010 x 600 x 1100 mm



TECHNICAL DETAILS

NOTE: 1. Aluminium extrusions comes with anodised finish.

 2. Select one colour of fabric for inner and one colour for outer body panels.

Arena Dimensions (LxWxH)  4500 x 1750 x 1200 mm

Media Unit Dimensions  1860 x 460 x 1500 mm

ARENA
The Arena is a spectacle of ergonomic design and provides 

multi functionality. Employees have the option of using it not 

only for collaboration but also individual focused work. There 

are desk spaces fitted on to the back of the Arena which makes 

it an additional work area. With electrical supplies for charging 

devices and Ethernet ports for internet connectivity, the Arena 

is a complete office furniture design that can help catalyze 

collaboration and grow employee productivity.

12 SEATER ARENA

MEDIA UNIT



120° MODULE

Multiply is based on the concept of functional geometry. The 

trifecta shape allows you to multiply space utilisation by having 

3 exposed sides, each with its own purpose and sheltered from 

visual and sonic disturbances on all sides. 

An average employee has a third less space in their office than 

they did a decade ago. Genesis Multiply lets you fit more people 

into smaller task specific spaces.

MULTIPLY

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Dimensions (LxWxH)  1900 x 1900 x 1650 mm

NOTE: 1. Aluminium extrusions comes with anodised finish.

 2. Select one colour of fabric for inner and one colour for outer body panels.

 3. Fabric colour of sofa is always same as of outer body of panels.



Designed for today’s inclusive, flexible workplace, Genesis Reflect 

was born out of the realisation that teamwork and collaborative 

events are intrinsic to the success of the world’s top companies.

With a straight forward mirror image design, Reflect serves as a new 

kind of seating for causal work environments, where employees 

can relax and rejuvenate, kill time between appointments, and 

above all feel at ease.

REFLECT

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Reflect Dimensions (LxWxH)  2000 x 1360 x 900 mm

Table Top Dimensions  650 x 550 x 40 mm

NOTE: 1. Aluminium extrusions comes with anodised finish.

 2. Select one colour of fabric for inner and one colour for outer body panels.



D POD S POD

D-POD is perfect for holding meetings, brainstorming sessions, 

one-on-one conversations, as well as a place to rest and rejuvenate 

away from the disturbance of an open space. It’s a comfortable 

and well-ventilated space with great acoustic properties; resulting 

in increased employee efficiency and productivity.

The S POD is a single person private space suitable for 

uninterrupted work and making important calls. This quiet and 

comfortable workspace can increase employee productivity, 

especially in an open-concept office.

PEACE IN A POD

TECHNICAL DETAILS
D POD Dimensions (LxWxH)  2200 x 1200 x 2170 mm

S POD Dimensions   1000 x 1000 x 2170 mm

Colours    White | Black | Silver | Turquoise

Working Table

Power & USB Charging

LED Light

Motion Sensor

Grade 1 Lock Set

Laminated Work Top



FABRIC SWATCHES

LAMINATE

POWDER COATING

CHARCOAL GREY SF-05 BLUE SF-07 PURPLE SF-08

EVEREST WHITE

TML GREY

GOLDEN YELLOW SF-13 ASH GREY SF-21 MID GREY SF-25

ORANGE SF-04

GREEN SF-11MAGMA GREY SF-09

BROWN SF-01

The colours displayed above are our recommended choices. For alternate options, please consult our comprehensive fabric collection.



FEATHERLITE OFFICE SYSTEMS (P) LTD.
16/A, Millers Road, Vasanthnagar, Bangalore - 560 052.

CUSTOMER CARE
1800 11 2424

sales@featherlitefurniture.com 
www.featherlitefurniture.com

Present in 66 locations
across India, also in Nepal, Sri Lanka, and U.A.E.

Scan for all locations


